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There is still a great job to be done.

Diversity in the English
department, Dr. Richardson
feels, is important and healthy:

"To me the give and take
of literary discussion makes
delight of the thing." He
hopes that students will take

advantage of the differi-nt

interpretations and ways of
teaching English literature and
consequently develop strong
tastes and judgements. "The
purpose of the department,"

he stated, "is not merely to

convey information to people
or to get them to adopt a party

line, but to help people
develop their own literary

judgement."
During his term as chairman

of the department Dr.

Richardson plans to bring "all

sorts of people in the field of
Sew, ,vho

Dr. Dale Richardspn Sta" Photo bv Paul Cooper

Elizabeth Brailsford

"The English language is so
completely central to the life

and spirit of our country. The
English department has done a

large part of the job in carrying
on the life of this spirit in

education," said Dr. Dale

Richardson who replaces Dr.

Brinley Rhys as chairman of
the English department at the

end of the spring semester.

Dr. Richardson, who wS.B

surprised at his appointment
lo the position, believes th,n

"there is still a great job to
be done."

The responsibilities and
privileges of the chairman of
a department are not clearly
defined. Dr. Richardson is one
of the newest and youngest
members of the English

faculty. He feels that the
appointment of a younger
number to the cha :rmanship
implies a trend to whittle down
the power of the position,
and he views the job as more
of a secretarial role. He will
,f,ad changes he feels a"c

necessary, but he does not
ha\e the power to force Liu

faculty to accept his ideas.

In his position he will "permit
people to do what they wan'."

represent different kinds of
interests. "Peter Bailey from
the University of Durham,
England, will be at the

University this spring. He will

leach a seminar on Shakespeare
and Spenser along with some
1 -'-sh man English courf p

Doris Grunbach, former
i erary editor of the Nf *

Republic will join the Erglish
department in the fall of 1978.
Bailey and Grunbach are

coming to the University as

Brown Fellows.

The first course in Southern
literature at the University was
taught by Dr Richardson. His

material for the course
included works by Mr. Andrew
Lytle who he feels s "one of
the major figures of the

(cont. on p. 8)

FMAC FORMED
Richard Hill

The newly organized
Forestry Management Adviso<v
Committee has been formed so
that "all interests in forestry

be hike
consideration," reports Dr.
Charles Baird, head of the
University's Forest ry

department. The group will

review all forestry
magagement activities, except
routine ones, make
recomendations to Dr. Baird
himself, and also have several
projects planned to date.

This Committee is

composed of members of the

Sewanee community that

represent a cross-section of
occupations and interests.

Provost Schaefer is chairman.

and Harry Dodd the treasurer;
M. Henry Smith, Dr. Ramsuer
TV McGee of the US Forest
St.

'
ice, Dr. Baird, geologist

Ui. Hoyer, and Mr. Richard
Winslow of Consolidated Coal
Company make up the
remaining membership. "By
having people representative of
different fields, we can do the
best job possible," states Dr
Baird.

Various projects have been
coordinated already, including
a Christmas tree plantation
that should bring some
Yuletide cheer into the homes
of Chattanooga and Nashville
residents.

(cont. on p. 2)

Honor Code Faces Change
The "concept of honor,"

as it is written in the Honor
Code, might undergo a mild
facelift if the Order of Gowns-
men give their consent of

approval at their November
meeting.

The concept of honor now
reads, "One shall not He, or

cheat or steal or break a

promise without just cause."
The tentative proposal of the

Honor Council is to do away
with the part concerning the

"break of a promise without
just cause." Paul Robinson,
newly appointed Chairman of
the Honor Council, says the

Council believes this is a neces-

sary change because "the

Honor Code has been stretched

'm regard to this clause) to
'he point that disciplinary

pioblems have become Honor
Council problems." Robinson
elaborated by indicating that

some professors have used the

"promise" concept to bind
students to agreements that the
Honor Council doesn't
consider to be blatant breaches
of honor.

The Honor Council operates
under a single penalty system
where all substantiated infrac-

tions of honor result in

immediate expulsion from the

University.

A special meeting of the

Honor Council was held Thurs-
day, Oct. 27, to elect new

(cont. on p. 2)

SPMA Suffering From Communications Breakdown
Richard Hill

The SEWANEE PURPLE
learned recently -that the
Sewanee Popular Music
Association (SPMA) faces the

second semester with a budget
of less than $1000 out of a

total yearly allotment of
$5000 by the Student
Activities Fee Committee
(SAEC). The problem arose

because of the high cost of the

Mark-Almond Band and the

lighting system required for

their performance and from
seemingly poor communication
between the SPMA's leadership

and "its members.

During the summer. Tars
Bryant and Suzie Newton

presidents of the SPMA st .

up the tentative date for the
Mark-Almond Band concert on
September 24. According to
Ms. Newton, "We wanted to

have an early fall concert this

year." After several available

groups were considered and
"when the Mark-Almond Band
appeared to be the only
feasible choice," said Ms.
Newton, "We sent letters to

the SPMA members at home."
The letters stated that

iviark-AImond would run about
$3000 and requested each
member to reply, if they
disapproved of the tentative
plans.

No negative replies were
received by the co-presidents,
and when the students started
eturning to school earlier this

i all, "everyone was pleased
with the choice of the band,"
reported Ms. Newton.

It was then that the
problems began. When working
out the contract for the

upcoming event, Ms. Bryant
and Ms. Newton agreed in

advance to a $3000 bid to
Variety Artists in
Minneapolis, agents for the

DRUG POLICY

In light of recent controversy concerning the

University's drug abuse policy, the Office of the

Deans of Students would like to announce that any
student caught breaking state or federal laws is

subject to prosecution by the University, and by state

and federal authorities.

After a phone conservation
with Variety Artists, Ms.
Bryant "sent a telegraph

confirming $4000 for the band
and an additional $1250 foi

lights and sound equipment"
without consulting eithei

Ms. Newton or any members
of the SPMA. A subsequent
phone call, however, brought
the price down to $3500 foi

the band and $750 for sound
"She did confirm the

contract without approval and
then made i' fn- too much,"
says John Smythia. last yeai">

(cont. on p. 11)
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Sewanee Mourns Turlington's Death
n

Dr. Bayly Turlington,

chairman of the classical

languages department at

Sdwanee died on November 7

in Baptist Hospital in Nashville

at the age of 58.

Dean Doug Seiters, a former

student and later a colleague

of Dr. Turlington's said,

"He was the most industrious

professor that I have ever

known. All of his classes were
carefully planned and
documented from the vast

amount of research in which
he was constantly engaged.

Members of his classes were

willing to put forth more effort

because of their respect and
admiration for his diligent,

meticulous preparation.

ACADEMY TO PRESENT
HUXLEY DRAMA

The Sewanee Academy

Players will present "The

:onda Smile," an Aldous

ley drama, Saturday and

Sunday, Nov. 19 and 20, in

Cravens Hall. The play will

begin at 8 00 p.m. Admission

for adults, will be $1 and, for

students, 50 cents.

English instructor Frank

Thomas, Jr., is directing the

play. Rosie Paschall will

supervise decor and publicity,

and academic dean Maxwell

Cornelius is technical di ector

Dr. Turlington wai

genuinely interested in people

This trait won him the

affection of all who knew him.

He was a dear friend to

me-one whose influence and

memory I shall always

Dr. Turlington graduated

from Sewanee in 1942 where
he was a member and president

'- r Phi Beta Kappa. Afler

serving in the Army from 1942
to 1946, he earned his Ph.D
i rum Johns Hopkins
University. Dr. Turlington

i aught for a year at Smith
Dolege before joining the

sewanee faculty in 1950. He
was appointed head of the

department in 1954.
Dr. Turlington had served as

a faculty trustee since 1965
and was secretary of the

Board of Trustees from 1967
to 1974.

The author of a book,

SOCRATES, THE FATHER OF
PHILOSOPHY presented

numerous papers before the

Tennessee Philologiral

Association. He had served

as presicent of that association

during 1968. He was a

member and past president of

the EQB Club and the Sewanee
Chapter of the American
Association of University

Professors.

Dr. Turlington is survived

by his wife, the former Anne
Apperson; a daughter, Anne
Bowman, and a son, Bayly

Fielding. Dr. Bayly Turlington

Lotti Penpoints Reasons for University's Deficit

Jonathan Britten

Director of Auxiliary

Services Thomas D. Lotti

discussed his office and service

in an interview with the

PURPLE last week. Auxiliary

Services, the brainchild of a

management consultation firm

hired by the University in

1972, encompasses a

dozen important University

ty businesses and

departments, the Sewanee Inn,

University Supply Store,

University Market, St. Luke's

Book Store, the pharmacy, the

airport, the University Press,

and all campus food services.

"Back in 1972," Lotti

explained, "Booz-Allen and

Hamilton made an in-depth

study of the University and
recommended reorganization

of administrative, academic,

and business services. What
really came about was the need

for one person to take care

of all the business activities."

Mr. Lotti is trying to

eliminate deficits at the Supply
Store, the University Market,

the University Press, and the

Sewanee Inn. Only St. Luke's

Book Store and the pharmacy
made a profit last year.

Mr. Lotti is laying off one
employee each at the press,

Si Luke's, the Market, and the

Supply Store. "The idea is

to reduce our overhead cost,"

$50,000 in sales down there,

That's about a 10% raise. We
are talking about $460,000 a

Mr. Lotti noted that

students may now charge their

purchases at the Market.

The Supply Store lost about

$2500 last year largely due to

two unexpected expenses. The
University paid $1800 to

replace a cash register, and was
forced to pay $1500
unemployment compensation
to an employee who Mr. Lotti

said walked off the job.

lOil

,,,1

of the problems we're

right now is trying to

community, and the

The University Pre!

$-100 last year. "What is

happening in that area is that

£-»6,000 worth of Univers.iy

printing was taken off the

campus because we have a

letter press which is a little

more expensive than an offset

press." Mr. Lotti said a
committee- is looking into the

possibility of buying an offset

Recent contracts madewith
SAGA through Mr. Lotti's

office effect most students, at

least three times a day. Mr.

Lotti negotiated contracts with

the food service company not

only for Gailor dining hail, but

also recently for the Bishop's

Common Snack Bar, the Pub,

and the Sewanee Inn.

The contract with SAGA at

Gailor, which will expire in

1 980, included student

negotiation. "The students

about two years ago were quite

unhappy, and I didn't blame
them," Mr. Lotti recalled.

SAGA won a contract offer

over "at least six other

when it acceptedcompany
"We nted ;

ided, experienced

director for Gailor, that's Mac
(McClellan), and we wanted a

qualified chef to look over the

food, and we ended up with
both man and his wife!"

"If we want another
company to come in, we can

jusc give SAGA 90 day notice,

Mr. Lotti observed. Under the

Gailor contract SAGA gets

about $604^ from each
student's room and board fees

per semester. Students pay

(cont. on p. 12)

faculty staff

Ull -'ty. to

Director of Auxitia t

this

th,

University Market. Mr. Lot'i

explained that unlike ft od
services, which are contracted

lo SAGA, "any profit we make
with the Market goes to the

University. It's our operation
100%. Unfortunately, last

year they lost $2300, but in

previous years we made
money. I need about another

Forestry Eracts Plans
(cont. from p. 1) interfering with the glide angle

About seven acres of planes."

surrounding the airport were Following the lead of
recently cleared, said Dr. Baird, national and state forestry

"Because the trees w*re associations, Sewanee has sold

Passing News
The Sewanee Ballet will

present Tchaikowsky's
Nutcracker Suite on Friday

and Saturday, Nov. 18 and
19 in Guerry Hall at the

University of the South. The
program is at 8 :15 both nights.

Admission is 50 cents for

adults and 25 cents for

students and children.

The Rev. Francis X Sullivan

poet and teacher, will give the
Arrington Lectures at the

University of the South on

Thursday and Friday, Nov. 17
and 18. He will also preach at
the Wednesday Eucharist at
4:30 in St. Luke's Chapel.

On Thursday Father
Sullivan will lecture in

Grosvenor Lounge of St.

Luke's Hall on "Myth as

Religious Experience." The
lecture will be at 815 p.m.

and the public is invited

without charge.

On Friday at 3 00 p.m. he

will read from his poetry in

the White Room of Bairnwick

Hall. The public is also invited

to this reading.

forty firewood permits for

$5 a piece. A section near
Brakefield Road was cleared,

reports Jim Hill, a Sewanee
graduate now with the

Forestry Department. It helped
people collect needed firewood
for the winter and also cleared

dead trees. Also, a timber sale

has been planned for

Compartment Six, a

management section of the

Domain. By clearing this land,

using a method developed by
a hardwood specialist from the

US Forestry Council in

Atlanta, the forest land can

be rejuvenated with select

breeds of trees.

The Forestry Management
Advisory Committee is the first

group of its kind to be

organized at Sewanee. Junior

Forestry manager Jim Hill says

they "are trying to

establish an overall policy for

managing the Domain--to set

up a scheme for the future."

He added, "The Committee is

here to make sure this way is

the best for the University."

HONOR COUNCIL
(cont. from p. 1)

officers in lieu of John W.
Srny thia's resignation as Honor
Council Chairman. When
asked for the reasons behind

his stepping down from the

Council, Smyth ia made the

statement, "I feel the Honor
Council should be embodied
by students who feel their

effectiveness is never under

question. Because of this

reason, I resigned from the

Honor Council on Tuesday,

Oct. 25. I was involved in

activities during party

weekend, which in my opinion,

would compromise my effect-

iveness. Therefore I thought
it best to remove myself from
the Council."

In the election of new
officers, Paul Robinson was
appointed Chairman, Tom ,

Dupree as Vice-chairman, and
Paul Erwin was elected secre-
taiy. Elections were held
No* 7 and 8, to elect a new
senior class member to the
council to fill the vacant seat
created by Smythia's depar-
ture. Sally McAden was
elected to finish out a one year
term in this capacity.
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tElje j$cfoanee flnrple FEATURES
TALENT BENEFIT A SUCCESS

Elizabeth Brailsford

While some students were
visiting fraternity houses and
others were cloistered in the
library with their books, there
were a few who were spending
days (and even nights) with
guitars, banjos, flutes, or just

byome classical guitar mi
arly Spanish composers.

The Beatles came alive as
Les Lyden

sang and played guitars. They
finished off their act with

"• Twist and Shout" with Scott
'°m Satterwhite hopping up to the

the The
talents of the:

the results of their hard work
were presented Tuesday,
November 8, at the Lambda
Chi fraternity house.

According to John Ball,

vice-president of the fraternity,

the Talent Night Show
the seats

Paul Erv/in and Terri Tayter pe'tprm at Talunt Show
Staff Photo by Carlton Youn

and now presenting . . .

spectators. Thirty-one students
played instruments including
banjo, guitar and drums, and
even a trio of flute and piano.

Ben Smith and Mike Kuhn
played their guitars to start

the show. Next came the up
and coming rock group
"Fleetwood Hank" led by

Hank Simpson and consisting
of Rob Bayman, Scott
Patterson, Richard Hill, Laura
King, Selby Ewing and Scott brothers Tack
Satterwhite. Group membi
Richard Hill says, "Our ne
album is sure to be a hit

The Dupree Broth,
on the guitar and Dav
banjo, played such bluegrass ijale Berry was on next
tunes as "Dark as a Dungeon", performing several Dan
and 'Rocky Top." They were Fogelberg numbers, as well
very good and innovative" as some original material,

said a nearby spectator. The Dale was followed by Whit
audience was clapping and Taylor, who also played the
singing along, and the duo gu j tar and ended with some of
received much applause his own works ,ayed b

Wendy Butler and Knsten popular request.
Pilcher played flutes and were pau ] Erwin ended the show
accompanied by Lee Ann on a good note when ne p layed
Shirley on the piano. Their some James Taylor pieces.
performance provided a quieter Terri Taylor performed a duet
Imosphere afterthe Duprees', with him, singing pieces. Scott

"Here

DUPONT SOCIAL HOUR
The Social Season has got-

ten off to a roaring start in Du-
pont Library this year. The
reading room has taken the

place of the frat pool rooms as

"the place to go to meet
people who have no place to

go" ~ and it's about time.
How many years have we

been subjected to librarian

slave-drivers who insist on
quiet studying? What about
free speech? How else can stu-

dents meet and talk when frat

houses blow their speakers try-

ing to reach Cowan with the

Spinners, or in class when all a

professor wants to discuss is

manifest destiny in regard to

third century Chinese water-

color, or in dorms under threat

of having your door kicked in

by pot, beer,

got ;

nd I ha
begun to study" parties?

The library is a perfect

place for a get-together, and
students have finally begun to

take advantage of it. But we
haven't gone far enough. Even
with the independents organi-

zing and the sororities frater-

nizing, there is still not enough
good times going on in the

library. But looking at the

Dupont calendar, the library

appears to be picking up in the

month ahead.
DuPont Calendar 1977-78

Dec. 4 - SAGA takes over the

main floor, replacing the

periodicals with a fast food

concession, and replacing the

Dewey Decimal System with

the scramble system, allowing
for greater group effort by stu-

Dec. 18 - Guest lecturer Rab
bi Ishmael Koffman on "The
Value of Background Noise as

a Teaching Aid"; and also

"Tonsils" McNeary, interna-

tional Hog-caller a

contributer to Mountain Su

Dec. 20 -- First weekly "Happy
Hour", including relay

go-seek for misshelved b
(Tea and finger sandi
be served.)

Jan. 25 - Hang Gliding as

demonstrated by Chuck
"Shorty" LaGarge -- who will

attempt to make a perfect glide

from the balcony to Allen
Tate's head.

Feb. 14 - The King Family, in
conjunction with Sewanee
Arts, will put on "DuPont
Follies" - a zany two hours of
family fun in which the
youngest King finds out how
to go from 356.08 to 739.1
without climbing stairs.

March 3 - The Sewanee
Theatre Dept. will put on a

stage version of "The Guns of

Navarone" during peak study
hours to insure that no study-
ing gets done that night.

It looks like an interesting act
year ahead and we're sure the

librarians will appreciate your l

attendance.

they played Jim Croce's "Time
in a Bottle."

Radney ' Foster's voice
boomed acorss the room as he
strummed the guitar to
Comes the Sun."

Moe Hill and
Pritchett's guitar rendition
works by P..t,' Simon and
(Crosby, Stills, and Nash was
veiy well received. The
audience joined them in singing
"Will the Circle Be
Unbroken?" to close thei

Dewar, anoth'
played songs by

Satterwhite joined him
"Long Ago and Far Away" and
"Fire and Rain." Paul was also

accompanied by Jeff Turner on
Paul Simon's "The Boxer."

Q The admission charge to the
.^°_

nn
_y talent show was fifty cents,

which did not prevent

students, faculty, and Sewanee
residents from filling the

fraternity house. The Lambda
Chis raised $75 all of

which will go to the learning

disability center. John Ball put

in much time and effort to

organize the show. The

P.S. Walsh-Ellet will be i

locked for those wishing

Taylor and Dan Vegetables contributed their

''ogelberg. sound equipment, and the

Ted Smida surprised the Outside Inn provided chairs

udience by casting aside his an(* speakers. The tables and
lectric guitar and playing tablecloths were donated by

Der Deutsche Verein.

Whit Taylor (left) and Dale Berry (right) present o,

TH€ LffflOn fHlfi

POTTERY * CANDLES * PLANTS * BASKETS
~ SILVER JEWERLY* NEEDLEWORK

MACRAME EQUIPMENT
* WOOD AND STUFFED TOYS *

HOURS 12:30 to 5:00 PM
TUESDAY throuqh SATURDAY

GEORGIA AVE.

ONE BLOCK DOWN FROM THE BISHOP'S COMMON

Staff Photo by Catlton Young

TENNESSEE AUDIO

PHILIPS - turntables , speakers , tape decks CRAIG and PIONEER -auto stereos

ROTEL - receivers, amps, preamps , tuners , turntables, cassette tape decks

ELECTRO - VOICE - interface series and studio monitors JENSEN -auto speakers

AUDIO-TECHNICA , EMPIRE , and PICKERING cartridges

ROUTE 1 - BOX 65 D ESTILL SPRINGS TENNESSEE 37330

CALL 967-5838 FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT
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CSN Concert Enhances Legend

Crosby, Stills, and Nash perform in Murfrersboro.
Staff Photo by Carlton Young

Preston Wiles

The concert given by

Crosby, Stills, and Nash the

evening of Thursday. November

10, was a remarkable one in

several respects. I suppose the

first and most obvious is that

they were performing together^

with the passing of time^the

shortcomings of artistic,

quicksilver temperments were

overcome by the need to make
music, in David Crosby's own
words, "only a close second to

six." The second and more
important was that their

performance, while returning

the purity and spiritedness of

their earlier styles, revealed

growth into a more mature and
refined artistry.

Opening with a rock version

of Graham Nash's "Pre-Road

Downs," the trio sang a three

part harmony, flawless in pitch

and rhythm
(

whose

unmistakable blend was to be

the recurring amazement of

Dr. Camp: Loves Chemistry, Teaching, and Watermelons

Jane Sample

"I enjoy teaching, the asso-

ciation with students and the

satisfaction of teaching them."

So says Dr. David B. Camp,
professor of chemistry, who is

officially retiring in the spring

of '78. He hopes to stay on

and continue teaching. "I

enjoy the work and want to do

it for the fun of it."

Dr. Camp is not the run-of-

the-mill college professor. He

rides his bike to work, raises

watermelons which he gives to

his students, and is on the

State Board of the Civil Liber-

ties Union. He has an opinion

on almost any topic, and five

minutes with Dr. Camp could

easily turn into a leisurely

five hour discourse on anything

from the problems of nuclear

warfare to the writings of

Jacques Cousteau.

While attending the College

of William and Mary, Dr. Camp
studied under Charles Harrison,

a professor (now retired) of

English. Dr. Harrison was "one

of my models—one of the

really great teachers,"

commented Dr. Camp. It was

Dr. Harrison who, in 1954,

influenced Camp to visit Sew-

anee.

At that time. Dr. Camp was

teaching at the University of

South Dakota. Satisfied with

his job, he was, at first, hesi-

tant about changing positions.

Taking a bus to Sewanee, Dr.

Camp was "very favorably

impressed" with the small

college atmosphere and has

been here ever since. He feels

that smaller schools encourage

"personal contact with stu-

dents" which larger institutions

may not be able to provide.

Organic and advanced

organic chamistry are Camp's

two main courses this year. He

finds that to many students

the very notion of chemistry is

extremely frightening. He

noted, with a trace of irony,

that "the particular notion that

chemistry is tough is prevelant

in other colleges, too, not just

Sewanee." Noting that the

number of male chemistry

students greatly exceeds that

of females, Dr. Camp says that

many women fear math and

science because they "have
been told that they're best in

languages and English."

Women students should

appreciate Dr. Camp's efforts

to increase the number of

women admitted to the Uni-

versity. In the late sixties

before girls were admitted, he

urged the Regents and the

Board of Trustees to "admit

and seek out qualified young

women as students. It is an act

of elementary decency to half

our young people." He was
also responsible for

encouraging the first Black stu-

dent to come to the college

in 1965.

Oral work and class dis-

cussions are a very important

part of Camp's classroom tech-

nique. He feels that oral-

quizzing is a type of two-way
communication with his stu-

dents.

Summer school organic

chemistry students often live in

Dr. Camp's home. The

students who live with the

Camps are treated as members

of the family. They take meals

with the Camps and help with

the work around the house.

Several have helped in the

garden, but, as Dr. Camp says,

"I give them so much chem-

istry that they don't have

much time for gardening."

In his summer program,

which involves learning eight

months of material in an eight

week session. Dr. Camp has

had amazing success. Two
summers ago, seven out of his

twelve students scored above

the 95 percentile on the Organ-

ic Chemistry Placement Test.

Last summer, out of six stu-

dents, three scored higher than

90 percent.

Dr. Camp served on the

pre-medical committee during

(cont. on p. 5)

the audience throughout the

night. This first rock'h- roll set

included "The Lee Shore,"

"Just a Song Before I Go,"

"Military Madness," and "Turn

Back the Pages" among others.

Probably the highlights of

the evening came in the

accoustical set which began

with a beautifully sung "Suite :

Judy Blue Eyes."

Unfortunately, members of the

audience who perhaps were

expecting an evening of punk

rock were vocally dissatisfied

when Stephen Stills couldn't

turn his Martin guitar up to a

pain inducing sound level, but

a well directed word from the

performers silenced the

Grand Funkers. Exquisite and

strikingly different renditions

of "Helplessly Hoping,"

"Guinnevere," and "Four and

Twenty," caught Crosby, Stills

and Nash as amazed as the

listeners. The acoustic set

closed with Stephen Stills

virtuoso guitar rendition of

"Crossroads."

With the return of the band

members on drums, bass guitar,

and keyboards, the group

turned to the part best received

by the audience. Graham
Nash's music held a

deserved prominence in this

portion of the concert

featuring a sing-along "Our
House," a stunning

"Cathedral," and a captivating

"Wind on the Water" which
featured a film created by the

Coustean Society. The
technical excellence and

beauty of the vocals was

enhanced no doubt by the

unexpected pleasure of Neil

Young, who had been

recording in Nashville, not

appearing as guest performer.

Back to their more familiar

rock n' roll style, David

Crosby's vibrant energy

inspired electric performances

of "Deja Vu," "Tiny Time

Gone" and "Wooden Ships"

which led into their first

encore "Carry On." Although

Stills' guitar solos were not of

their usual brilliance, one

couldn't help notice the

emphasis he placed on vocal

production, which more than

compensated for the resulting

deemphasis of

instrumental virtuosity. On a

second encore, a sing along of

"Teach Your Children" closed

the evening in a warmth of

pleasure and satisfaction.

The harmony which these

three individuals have attained

in their relationships

with each other

in the past year is what made
the concert so enjoyable tor

me, because without the

friendly cajoling and sincere

respect each showed for the

others, none of what they

accomplished musically would
have been possible. More

mature as men and musicians,

their art no longer has the

sense of urgency and anxiety

so evident in their earlier

concerts. As a result, the

performance proved to be an
experience memorable not so

much for the psycho-drama

of most rock concerts, but for

the excellent musicianship and

genius of the performers.

Crosby, Stills, and Nash take a break-

Staff Photo by Carlton Young

Works Exhibited by Duncan
The drawings and prints of

Richard Duncan, Fine Arts

professor, will be displayed

around the state this month.

A one-man exhibition of about

45-50 drawings, prints, and

print constructions will open at

the Vanderbilt Gallery of Fine

Arts with a cocktail preview on

Friday, November 18, from

6:30 to 8£0 p.m. The exhibit

will run through Dec. 14.

The exhibition will include

figurative works from 1972-75,

along with the linear abstrac-

tions on 1976-77, including

about 20 new works shown for

the first time at the Hunter

Museum of Art during

October. A university Ford

Grant has been significantly

responsible for the new

constructions, some requiring

as many as 60 runs through the

press in order to make a

single printconstruction-

Two works will be on view

at the Hunter Museum of Art,

Chattanooga, the week prior

to Nov. 19 for Spectrum 77.

"Etonnement," a miniature

etching, and "6 Indians," a 4

color lithograph done with the

aid of a university Ford Grant

in Zurich in 1974, are the

works on view.

The Travelling Exhibition,

35 ARTISTS OF THE SOUTH-
EAST, will be the main gallery

attraction at the Hunter

Museum of Art, Nov. 27-Jan 8,

This major exhibition has been

organized by Gudmund Vigtel,

Director of the High Museum

of Art, Atlanta, and by Ted

Potter, Director of the South-

eastern Center for Contempor-

ary Art, Winston-Salem. It

opened at the High Museum,

December, 1976, before begin-

ning its two year tour of major

museums throughout the

Southeast.

Mr. Duncan has been

honored by his selection as one

of the 4 printmakers and the

only artist from the state of

Tennessee selected among the

35 artists of all media through-

out the Southeast. Four of

his works are included

:

"Twenty Gates to Mecca,"

"View from Monteagle,"

"The Cowan Tunnel," and

"At Brendon's After Dark."

The Smithsonian travelling

exhibition of "100 World

Prints" is the October-Novem-

ber exhibition at the Student

Center at the University of

Tennessee, Knoxville.

"Views from Monteagle" is

the work selected from over

4200 entries from around the

world. This exhibition opened
at the "Museum of Modern
Art in San Francisco, Jan-

uary, 1977.



Nov. 19

Nov. 20

Nov. 23-26

Nov. 30

17

Nov. 18

Nov. 18-19

Nov. 19

Nov. 22-26

Nov. 26

Nov. 27

Nov. 17

Nov. 18

Nov. 19

Nov. 26

Atlanti

Chicago

Atlanta Symphony Orchestra

Beethoven, Mozart, Strauss

Neil Sedaka

Rod Stewart

Atlanta Symphony Orchestra

Ice Capades start

Birmingham

Arthur Fiedler conducts

the Birmingham Symphony
Rod Stewart

Birmingham Ballet

West Side Story

Festival of Sacred Music

Waylon Jennings

Parliament Funkadelic

Chattanooga

Rose Royce and L.T.D.

Dolly Parton

Ed Parsch (master potter)

Charlie Daniels Band

Murfreesboro

Entertainment Corner
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Orchestra Hal!

Civic Center

Orchestra Hall

Omni

Concert Hall

Coliseum

Civic Center

Civic Center

Concert Hall

Coliseum

Coliseum

Main audit.

Main audit.

Notch Wood
Main Audit.

Nov. 21-Dec. 14 Chandler Cowden Drawings, Angelo Cone
Prints, Roy Overcast-Ceramic Sculpture

Gallery of Fine Aits
Nov.21-Dec. 14 Gloria Thomas-Religious Paintings St. Luke's

Gallery, Bairnwick

Films

"The Stranger" 8 CO p.m., Blackman

Nov. 28 David Bean (classical pianist) Dramatic Arts

. Audit, at MTSU

21 Kris Kristofferson/Rita Coolidge Grand Ole

Opry House

22 Kansas Municipal Audit.

26 Parliament Funkadelic Municipal Audit-

Nov. 26-27 Nashville Flea market Nashville Fair Grounds

Until Nov. 18 Arrington Lectures, Father Francis X.

Sullivan, poet and teacher at Boston College,

on myth in religion. Grosvenor Lounge

Sewanee Ballet,

"The Nutcracker Suite" 8: 1 5 p.m.,

Guerry Hall

Max Morath, Jazz pianist 8 00 p.m.,

Guerry Hal!

Drama

"The Gioconda Smile", an Aldous Huxley

drama, Sewanee Academy Players

8:00 p.m.. Craven's Hall, $1 for

adults, 50 cents for students

"For the Time Being", by W.H. Auden
adults, 50 cents for students 8:00 p.m.

"For the Time Being", by W.H. Auden
a Purple Masque Production 8:00 p.m..

All Saints' Chapel

Fun

Sewanee Christmas

Crafts Fair 9 00 a.m. to 4 flO p.m.,

Morath to Relieve Study Crunch on 22nd
The work load around here

is building up to a crunch
right before the holiday, so

the University Concert Series

and the Jazz Society have

jointly provided a "steam-
release" for us all. This

Tuesday, Nov. 22, Max Morath
will perform at 8O0 p.m. in

Guerry Hall.

The PHILADELPHIA
EVENING BULLETIN calls

him "an entertainer of ines-

capable charm"; the SAN
FRANCISCO CHRONICLE "a

consummate entertainer. . . his

show is a surpassing delight on
all levels—music, comedy,
social history, sheer entertain-

ment."

Although ragtime not too

long ago was virtually a lost

art, it has recently experienced

a revival of considerable

proportions. The work of Max
Morath is quite likely the

biggest reason behind that

revival.

Since Morath first sprang to

public notice in 1960, his

sparkling offerings of turn-of-

the-century "urban folk

music" have been heard

throughout the country, via

television, radio, theatre,

records, concerts and night-

clubs.

Colorado-born, Max Morath

was a radio and TV actor,

writer, announcer and genera!

entertainer before he devoted
his career to ragtime. It was
while playing the period mir.-c

for old-fashioned melodramas
in the West that he became
fascinated by it, and soon
began playing it in cabarets,

as well as researching every
facet that he could get his

hands on. A producer for

National Educational Tele-

vision heard Morath, proposed
that he turn his knowledge of
the time into a series, and
"The Ragtime Era" was born.

The show dealt with the

development of the music of

the period, and critics across

the country gave wholehearted
approval when the series was
aired, resulting in a host of

bookings for Morath at clubs,

concerts and industrial con-
ventions.

The success of 1960's 'The
Ragtime Era" also led to
another NET series, "Turn of
the Century," in which Morath
turned toward the social his-

tory of the time, as reflected
through its music. Again,
the critics were impressed w-th
his seemingly offhand, collo-
quial approach to history, with
one critic noting that his

"smooth documentary of
humor, morals, art and recre-

ation should be required
reading for the too-acadpmlc-
ally inclined."

Morath's first live

appearance in New York, at
the famed Blue Angel in 1963,
augmented the impression he'd
already made with his tele-

vision appearances. Now estab-

lished in a unique show busi-

ness career, Morath premiered
his versatile Original Rag Quar>
tet a year later at New York's
historic Village Vanguard,
where he was rapturously
received by the critics. With
the quartet he deepened his

research into the folk roots o«

popular music and tour d
widely in colleges, as a fe<,u - ed
act with Dinah Shore in Las
Vegas, and elsewhere.

In February Qf 1969, he
opened a one-man off-Broad-

way show, "Max Morath at the
Turn of the Century," a
thoroughgoing smash which
eventually led to a tour in

theatres and colleges across

the country.

"The Ragtime Years" is

Max's current one-man show.
A one-hour version, filmed

before a live audience, has been
shown on the PBS network
this year. His current LPs
on the Vanguard label are,

"Irving Berlin—The Ragtime
Years," "Ragtime: (The World
of Scott Joplin, Vols. I & ID,"
and "Jonah Man."

Max Morath maintains a

studio and office in New York
and lives in suburban New

Dr. Camp
(cont. from p. 4) '

most of his Sewanee career and
was chairman for eight years.
He finds that most of his

students go on either to grad-
uate schools or medical
schools. Last year, out of nine
chemistry majors applying to
Med school, eight were
accepted in at least one uni-
versity.

"We need a higher code of
ethics if we are to survive with
the problems we're now faced
with." Active in community
and local affairs, Dr. Camp
contributes to many organiza-

tions which he feels are in

some way beneficial to society.

These include the United
Nations Association, National
Parks and Conservation Asso-
ciation, the Friends of the

Earth, and the Audubon
Society.

He is very much concerned
with the problems of nuclear
energy and the environment.
His junior seminar students are

required to write a paper on
some aspect of the environ-
ment. He comments, "Prob-
lems of environmental destiuc-

tion and the destruction of war
are so much greater now.
We've got to learn and learn

quickly if we're going to
survive." He believes that with
education and cooperation
between other nations, a
peaceful settlement could be
achieved.

Dr. Camp is a very modest
man who has achieved much in

his career. As a Phi Beta
Kappa, a member of Sigma
Xi Society, the American
Chemical Society and the

American Association for the

Advancement of Science, Dr.

.Camp received his BS degree
in Organic Chemistry in '41,

and his PHD from the Univer-

s:ty of Rochester in '49.

Besides the University of the

South, he has been on the
caching staffs of William and
Mary, Rochester, Virginia

Poly technical Institute, Ogel-
thorpe, the University of South
Dakota, and the University

of Tampa.

Jazz pianist Max Morath will perform in Guerry Hall on
Tuesday, November 22 at 8 .00 p.m.
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AT WHITS END
During the closing weeks of last Snring semester. I

was the target of well-aimed criticism which centered

around my involvement in two elections that were

occurirg at approximately the same time. The notion

of my running for editorship of the PURPLE in the

face of being just elected as vice-president of the

Order of Gownsmen didn't quite coincide with con-

ventional fashions of politics. The incompatabilitv of

the two positions put in more ecumenical terms

might be the outstanding conviction that 'media and

government don't mix.' Its sort of like drinking and

driving on the highway-you get nowhere fast.

There was justified uneasiness in the minds of a

few thinking individuals last semester who viewed

with pessimism the possible implications of someone

having one foot in student government while having

the other in campus journalism. Would the PURPLE

become an effort in student government propaganda,

leaving the progressive critics of the system with no

avenue of expression? This was just one of the

numerous questions raised by a small faction of the

student body.

As the saying goes, it's all history now, and no one

will ever know quite certainly how I managed to

escape with both positions. Perhaps some felt that

the PURPLE surely couldn't get any worse, no

matter who ran it, and that a FIJI dominance of the

executive positions of president and vice-president of

the O.G. didn't look very promising in terms of di-

versity and dynamics

.

I have a better theory of how this came about and

also why this will continue to be prevalent in student

affairs at Sewanee. My deduction is not brilliant or

terribly eartfwhakingin the least. One needs only to

look at the nalu.e of student political races stripped

ARE YOU POPULAR?
of their sophisticated intricacies of constitutional

jargon (ie concerning nomination and eligability of

candidates). They are nothing more than issueless

popularity contests— in cognito.

This interpretation of the political scene underly-

ing student campaigns, for better or worse, depends
ultimately upon individual inclinations towards the

term 'popularity.' Popularity is a very evasive thing

and nobody can absolutly say for sure what requisite

attibutes are necessary in order to obtain such

reputation at Sewanee. Some would consider this trait

ihe result of evidenced responsibility in a person's

conduct in official capacity or otherwise. Others

might cite the criterion of social attendances or

style of dress to be the individual's ticket to popular

regard. At any rate, from what I have observed at

Sewanee (and what I believe the situation was in my

own easel, superficial fondness has proven to be the
-

determining factor in setting the political trends of

campaigns, not the consideration of issues.

Politics at Sewanee also has another distinctive

characteristic that might be called "artificial incum-

bency." Candidates who have had previous success

in obtaining office or appointment have generally

enjoyed an enormous advantage in acquiring further

posts, even in areas that require expertise bearing

little relation to their previous experience of official

capacity. It sometimes occurs that individuals

apparently well suited in one role of executiveship

prove not to be as capable in another—something like

the 'Peter Principle' of inherent ability. Nonetheless,

there are destined groups of students who are elected

to a variety of positions in the wake of what appears

to be a 'snowball effect' of leadership-populartiy ex-

posure.

Part of the reason for the propagation of regime

politics at Sewanee stems from the lame excuses of

the reactionary portion of the student body who
ascertain that certain personalities are destined as

winners , no matter the issues involved, and that

efforts expended to thwart this trend are futile and

somewhat humiliating.

The towel has been thrown in before anyone has

even broken out in a sweat. Therefore, in a small

university situation such as ours where there is vast

opportunity for people to gain important learning

experience through participation in one of the many

berths of responsibility available to them, we find

instead a few people carrying the burden with multi-

positions of influence (and a heck of a run-on

sentence!).

Perhaps the popularity contest situation suffered a

mild set-back in October of this year when darkhorse

candidate Cathy Potts was elected as the first woman
student trustee of the University. Potts might be con-

sidered an anomaly to the status quo situation as de-

scribed. This was her first bid for student office and

she won decisively over some of the more typical can-

didates of noteworthy eminence.

What transpired in this one instance might be

some positive indication that 'sideline' individuals are

becoming a bit more willing to share in the limelight

of responsibility. Then again, Cathy Potts' victory

might have been just a fluke, they do occur every

once in a while. Perhaps there was just this once, a

dark horse candidate who decided to campaign and

who made the effort to muster her supporters to-

gether and got them to the polls until the final

runoff was completed. Is this really likely to happen

again?
Let's hope so.

Through a Glass, Darkly
Paul Kimball

Would you please put away your test

tubes, blow out your bunsen burners,

leave the rat alone or shelve your

Homer, Shakespeare, TiUich, whomever,

long enough to read this? After all, it's

about time this issue was given some
consideration.

It is well known that one does not

remain at Sewanee for long and manage

to escape the confines" of coalitions,

coteries, and opinionated narrowness.

The humble cozy nature of our

community ironically inspires us wrt

towards an uninhibited, unbiased

approach to human relations; rather, in

our smallness we an? very small. We are

inevitably drawn to isolate ourselves

from each other 4>y becoming too

limited in our perspective. If, in college,

we ever do come closer to "knowing

who we really are" (in the vernacular

jargon) it seems that once we find

out, we migrate to those cliches

;

fraternities, department*, etc. that

condone our decision and reinforce our

attitudes, think like we do. No, I'm not

condemning anyone for doing what is

only natural ; seeking out others in this

community that have similar interests

and philosophies. It is only when we
choose to ignore those who are not like

us, to blatantly sneer at another's point

of view, that things are very much awry.

One way in which this shallow,

sheltered perspective has manifested

itself to me in the last three and a half

years is in the apparent schism between
tile arts and the sciences. The
foundation of the liberal arts tradition is

divided against, itself. In the latter part

of the sophomore year, we choose one
particular discipline in which to steep

ourselves. We choose. a major. We brand
ourselves as aspirants in the arts or the

sciences. We find out what it is we like

to do, what discipline stimulates us the

most, and the process of our alienation

then begins. I know this schism best in

the class duel of English major versus

Science major—Walsh -Ellett versus

Woods' Lab A science major asked me

;'.«> othi'i day what I was going to write

a paper on, convinced that any
-.Hjjecl 1 might mention was a waste of

time, a dappling in the absurd. Feeling

defiant and defensive, I snapped back

"Enzymes, I'm going to write a paper

on enzymes and their contribution to

the shaping of civilization." Both of us

thoughtwe had the upper hand while we
were only slapping ourselves in the face.

There is no excuse in a fine liberal

arts program for such a schism to exist.

It is one thing if science and humanities
majors taunt each other about the

relative "value" of their pursuits in a

harmless expression of what is really

simple jealousy. But when we as

intelligent, impressionable, intellects

honestly do begin to think that " those

others" really have nothing to offer us,

then -we are in trouble. This sense of

warped competition bothers me because

some people really 40 Relieve in it. I

didn't love taking Calculus and not even

Dante could envision the suffering I

would endure if forced to spend

eternity in a Chemistry lab; but I can*t

fail to see, or worse, choose not to see,

that these are valuable disciplines. It's

alright for a science-oriented student to

avoid English courses if they are

academically traumatic' Yet to deny
and sneer at English as a waste of time

or see it as a haven for half wits is

intellectually suicidal. This myopic
value system is by no means confined to

the arts and the sciences; it occurs
within the arts, within the sciences, and
within departments. Civil war is

everywhere..
-- We come, to college and more
particularly immerse ourselves in an

intense liberal arts curriculum, not just

to learn but to learn how to learn. The
knowledge itself is limited; the

application of it is limitless. The secret

of becoming wise is " learning how to

avoid being stupid. The principle .of

education lies in unification, tying the
loose ends together, not in cultivating

(cont. on p. 12)

PASSING THE BUCK, ALOOFLY
Interesting title, isn't it? It

is relevant; I'm not just being

cute. Often times one person
or another realizes a problem,
and wants to do something
about it. To his dismay, he
may also realize that there is

little to do about it.

Consequently, a good way to

deal with this problem is to

voice the crux of the problem,
and hope that someone,
somewhere, some way will be
able to do something about it.

Therefore, in an ever so slightly

indirect way, the problem is

alleviated.

Yes , the "problem" to

which I am referring is the

question of social

irresponsibility. In the last

issue of the PURPLE an article

appeared which was discussing

the same problem, but which

also was "passing the buck,"

in my opinion. The blame for

student irresponsibility was
given to Sewanee ; an
institution with such laxness of

discipline, that it is "teaching"

students to be socially

irresponsible.

The article contained some
valid points, but I tend to

disagree with the reasoning. If

there is a problem of social

irresponsibility, whose fault is

it? If I am irresponsible should

I blame the administration,

because its discipline was not
as strict as it could be? I can,

but I think I would be "passing

the buck."
Maybe the discipline here is

too lax, but who can say that

it is totally wrong? Students at

Sewanee range from seventeen

to twenty -four years old; we
are not eleven and twelve years

old. God only knows that if

we haven't learned

responsibility at this time of
our lives, will we ever? Why
should we have to have

discipline to "teach" us

responsibility? Should not we
have the opportunity to leam

responsibility on our own part?

When we leave Sewanee, will

we have some kind of

administration that tells us

what and what not to do
,

excluding the legal system?

I think if the laxness of

discipline teaches anything, it

teaches responsibility. I think

this is a part of Sewanee's
educational process ; a student
should learn to be responsible,

and not have it crammed down
his throat. A student should be

given credit for the maturity

and responsibility he has. If we
are always told what to do,

what happens when there is

no one to tell us? What is the

assurance that a strict

discipline is indicative of the

birth of a responsible person

(unless the strict discipline is

solely personal)? We should be

given the opportunity to learn

responsibility ourselves. If our
childhood, adolescent

authoritative discipline did not
teach us responsibility, who
can even say that collegiate

discipline can?
The only people to blame

for irresponsibility are

ourselves. Sure, I could say

John Smyth ia

that it was the administration's deluding myself. If I'm
fault, if I leave Sewanee irresponsible when I leave
irresponsible, but I am not (cont. on p. 12)

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

M\ TO Si JIMS!
To the Editor:

i would like to express my
thanks to all the people, in-

volved in the 'Talent Show" at

the Lambda Chi Alpha House

on Nov. 8. Because of the

efforts of different people

around campus, we were able

to raise $75 for the Learning

Disability Center here at Sew-

anee. I would especially like

to thank Tim Brown, Reggie

Rucker, and the Outside Inn

for the use of their chairs,

stools, and a guitar amp;

the "Vegetables" for the mikes

and other sound equipment;

and Ted Smida for volun-

teering to help organize the

sound.

Appreciation also goes out

to-Herr Lockard for the tables

and table cloths, and John

Ball who organized the whole

production and worked long

hours to make sure things

went smoothly.

Finally, appreciation goes

to all the fantastic people who
participated in the show and
the student body itself for

their participation.

Sincerely,

Ralph Howe
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National Affairs

Analysis

Tennessee Reactor Bill

Vetoed By Carter
Bobby Jefts

Last week President Carter vetoed a bill which should be of
interest to Tennessee environmentalists. Carter rejected a bill

that would have authorized $80 million for a nuclear reactor

on the Clinch River. It is of symbolic significance that the first

veto of the Carter Administration is aimed at an environmental
issue. Carter seems determined to halt the spread of the use of
nuclear energy. In a message accompanying his veto, Carter
said the Clinch River project would "imperil the

Administration's policy to curb proliferation of nuclear

weapons technology." tn addition, Carter said the breeder

reactor would be "technically and economically unnecessary."

The Clinch River project, strongly endorsed by the Nixon
Administration as one solution to the nation's future energy

shortages, had become a major goal of a lobbying effort by the

nuclear industry. Carter indeed showed his political strength

by vetoing a bill authorized by the Energy Research and
Development Administration.

Carter also used sound fiscal reasoning in his rejection of

the expensive project. He said the completion of the project

"would be a large and unnecessarily expensive project," and
"in no way is necessary to ensure the continued development
of nuclear technologies." The bill called for $80 million for

the project. However, the cost of government projects tend to

be drastically inflated before they are completed.

Carter seems to show an avid concern for conservation.

Let's hope he can be as effective in the future as he was with
the Clinch River project.

NEWS ANALYSIS: drugs
Kurt Bruckmeier

Preface: I was assigned to do this article. as a news story. As I

became more involved in writing it, 1 realized that the news
article format would be too limiting to cover the whole situ-

ation. What J offer, then, is an interpretation of the two Views
concerning the incidents which occurred during last party

weekend. Any errors in the facts are my own'.

Lastpartyweekend there was an unfortunate incident which
most of the student body has undoubtedly heard about in one
way or another. £©r those hermits who have not heard,, the

story is as follows ;
' * M

Some drugs which are usually uncommon on the Mqjuntain

were available on party weekend. The source is not as impor-

tant as the ensuing consequences. One person was founo under,,

the influence of a certain hallucinogen. The police took him to
'

the hospital. After some questioning, he revealed the source
of the drug. The student who was implicated as the source
was immediately expelled from school, after a search of his

room revealed more of the same drug.

Three things are important here. The incident was quite

uncommon, and could well never happen again. In addition,

the administration, according to the student handbook, has

the right to search a dorm room. Also, the administration's

policy for possession of "hard" drugs or for selling any drugs is

immediate expulsion. They really had no choice once they
found the drugs.

The difference in opinion, and the crux of the whole
matter, concerns the methods used in locating the source.

Friends of the expellee maintain that the student in the hos-

pital was harassed into revealing his source. The administra-

tion maintains that it did what was necessary to apprehend a

probable pusher, and that no harassment was involved.

The student in question has told me that he did not feel

harassed into revealing the source of the hallucinogen. He
says that the questioning was intense, and some of the restrain-

iny devices may have been unnecessary, but that he was not
harassed . This statement would seem to take the wind out
of the anti-administration faction's sails.

There is one other point, however, which must be cleared

up. The administration maintains that its actions were

justified in that the person expelled was a pusher. The friends

of the student, however, say that he was only a middle man.

That is, he purchased a quantity of the drug for friends. They
gave him money. So, even though he was selling, he was not

pushing. If the administration wished to make an example,

this may have been a bad case in which to do so.

Almost everything reported so far, with the possible excep-

tion of the second paragraph, is an opinion or an interpreta-

tion of an opinion. Perhaps it is best to let sleeping dogs lie.

However, in the interest of editorializing, I do not think that

either side was totally in the right. .Nevertheless, the final

judgment must lie with each reader.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

CASSIDY ISSUE REOPENED
To the Adminstration:

Congratulations! By
smiling and staying silent, by

feigning understanding of the

"student" position, the admini-

stration has suffocated a vital

academic issue.

But all the credit does' hot
belong to you, my admini-
strators, in loco parentis:

the students themselves are so
^easily lulled back into their

"scholarly slumbers, so easily

' persuaded to forget before
they forgive (or even under
•stand) that your technique of

sflence.. is brilliantly effective.

"No comment" is the best way
to suck the life out of any
malcontent, as this last month
of calm has proven.

However, I cannot accept
this looming calm. I must pub-
licly protest your actions in

accepting the forced resigna-

tion* of Robert Cassidy.

Further 1 must protest your
allowing the department to

press him into resigning.

(Forgive the so-strong lang-

uage-l am tired of the half-

X' kth's, the euphemisms and
veneers of civility. They serve

r'j purpose but your own.)

In "accepting" Robert
Cassidy's resignation, the Uni-

versity is, in effect, openly,

contradicting its own sacred

standards, as laid out in the

handbook:

"existing for the education of
all. . . in such disciplines as

will increase knowledge,
understanding, and wisdom,
pursued in close community
and in full freedom of inquiry

... to search for truth, to seek
justice for all, to preserve

liberty under law, and to love

and *erve. . man."
Robert Cassidy is one of the

few professors I have studied
under who has tried fully to
I ve up to this ideal of "full

freedom of inquiry." And he
has demanded the same stan-

dards of, excellence from his

students and his colleagues—

which apparently was his

downfall.

Robert Cassidy unsettled

">i religion department's
close community", by the

style of his intellectual open

ness. And they, openly
acknowledging Mr. Cassidy's

excellence in teaching and
scholarship, decided they did
not want to work with such a

demanding gadfly. Thus they
did not recommend Cassidy for

tenure. Or so I understand.

The workings of bureaucra-

cy are beyond me-l admit it.

But, in reading the articles

in the PURPLE, one gets the

impression that the proce-

dures taken by the department
were questionable and not
exactly clear end above-board.

And the adminstration's mur-
mers—directly to me-of
"possible reconsideration" of

the decision only lead me to

think that either no one can

make a final decision or that

no one wants to stand publicly

behind their decision. Why
not? Are they ashamed of it?

Was it a too-blatant display of

power from the Old Guard?
Or is the rest of the "close

community" of scholars at

Sewanee, .i.e. the remainder of

faculty and students, unworthy
and/or unable to understand
such a decision?

I have learned, in spite of

or because of this University,

that I am an adult and must

(cont. on p. 12)
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everyone i

Jpit, (&dt or Joggerel
Edgar Allan Poetasttr

'This guy can't be for real," grumbled one of my colleagues at a social gathering not long ago. The new

English professor Markus had just arrived in a starched white shirt, creased khacki's, shiny penny loafers, and a

short, neatly-groomed haircut. "Just call me Mark," the congenial, even-tempered fellow made sure to say to

n. "Markus is noted for his virtuous conduct and his effort to avoid extremes," I responded

gue in the defence of my new friend. "Yes, but he has the most irritating habit at depart-

lent meetings of never settling totally into one camp. Of all the ridiculous things, he tries to see truth on both

des," Another English professor added smartly : "Why, he's jus' yore av'rage Suwaneee gen'lman."

I must admit that Mark does have one minor peculiarity -- nothing extreme, of course. He disputes with him-

;lf as he perambulates across campus. In short, he is a veritable peripatetic. I have found it a most educational

xperience to trail behind him and listen to his scholarly disputations as he usually comes to a moderate conclu-

tt so happens that one day I was at the very heels of my good mentor Markus, hoping for an educating discus-

ion. We approached that dark corner in the quadrangle where Modernicus and Pedanticus so love to haggle over

of ancient and modern poetry. Mark listened intently to their arguments and then headed

the quadrangle where he proceeded to circle around an ancient oak tree. I propped myself

> against the old tree and took down his arguments as faithfully as possible -- at times his mumbled reasonings

ere barely perceptible from the rustling of the oak leaves . . .

"Hmm . . . Pendenticus insists on strict imitation of the tried and trusty ancient forms of poetry. He noti

at art, and therefore the art of poetry, is merely the artificial reflection of an external reality.

"And yet Modernicus strikes a discordent note in his assurance that the forms of the ancients are dead, irrel

nt trivia. The mind is the only reality and therefore the ultimate value is invention;; original, spontaniou

andin carefully

iture of a poem. Some subject!

rse. Moreover, why can't the old.

modem risibility? Pound is my
if contex t This hits the mark

:

,h! It seems to me that I can strike 3 harmony with both views. Why,

demand the formal style of a sonnet; others the more' informal style of fret

icial forms be renewed and refreshed, in an original way - adapted to

- I'll follow in his practice by utilizing a necessary line and quoting it o

He strove to resuscitate the dead art

Ofpoetry;

perfect harmony - oh dear -- what time is it? I must get to that meeting immediately."

"he oak leaves rustled. Markus finished his scholarly dispute and moved off across the quadrangle

3 the

And so we set the poet, wordsmith
Of indent rite, seeking saying breathing

The winds of • gentler dime dark-hid

In the multitude of souls;

We see him passive drunk sitting

Beneath the shading tree listening

To the secret tongues of gods among the leaves

And agonizing with form style words

That his message might be heard.

His spirit, a bird in flight and
On the earth - living In both worlds - aeternal

And bdonglng to neither, ever . .

.

'The man Is the one v. whom the poet has died.'

I lay; 'May bird* long outlive us all.'

1 speak of truths too deep for words.
And pour them in an ancient cast

And hope the antique mold will last.

Giving proper form, as feathers to birds

Do compliment as need their bodies
Uniformly curving to conform the air to will.

Each pinion airworthy from tail to bill

Yet, so vital; the form's not haught

To Insist upon one shape only
And all others to exdude, to forbid

A variance of pattern here, these feathers hid'

From view, these more pronounced than all the r

It is In variety that nature couches form
And teaches us a model need neve

Dr. Richardson

readings of the

(cont. from p. 1

)

Southern literary

He feels certain that Ly tie's

name will be proposed by

a member of the faculty to

join the University as a Brown
Fellow.

Dr. Richardson plans to

invite more poets and writers

to the University to give

work. Ernest

'nt his poetry
December 5 under the

sponsorship of the Black

Student Union.
As chairman of the English

department. Dr. Richardson's

philosophy of English will

influence his plans and his

approach to the English

department as a whole. "I

feel that the study of
contemporary poetry is

important and necessary. One
js always a twentieth century

person finding words whiun
seem adequate to his own
experience."

Dr. Richardson, who reads

Chaucer for pleasure, also

emphasized the importance of
'he study of classical literatu/p

He said "Human experience is

; u.- : too varied and poeti y
in one time is too limited.

Students can come to terms

with their own moment
through an understanding of

the literature as far back as

Chaucer and beyond."
Dr. Richardson attended

public school in Memphis,
Tennessee. He completed his

undergraduate education and
received an AB in English from
Harvard in 1963. He worked
as a reporter for newspapers

in Memphis and New Orleans

before attending University of

Virginia graduate school and
receiving his MA there. For

Washington and Lee
University. He received his

Ph.D from Princeton
University and taught at

Louisiana State University at

Baton Rouge before coming to

Sewanee. This is Dr.

Richardson's fifth year at the
Unii uty.

Richardson came to

Sewanee because of its literary

associations. The Sewanee
Review has a national

rhr. years he taught

reputation, and

important literary figu

visited and resided

Mountain. There is a
"

irony" between the English

department at Sewanee and
the litcary world ; "The
department^ said Dr.

Richardson, "has an
international reputation which
is carried by young people."

Dr. Richardson's research

interests lie mainly in the

eighteenth century. He
obtained his interest through

study of American literature

and history. "I wanted to

know something about what
Thomas Jefferson read.

Thomas Jefferson read Tom
Jones , which Dr. Richardson
teaches in his eightenth
century literature course. Dr.

Richardson writes on Southern
literature, also, and his work
has been published in The
Shenandoan and The Sewanee
Review. At present he is

working on a book on
Alexander Pope.

Dr. Richardson's reputation
and capabilities extend beyond
the Mountain. He is treasurer

of the Society of Southern
Literature and will be secretary

next year of the Modern
British literature Section of the

South Atlantic Modern
Language Association.

Studies Abroad, Qui
Mary Hickert

. Some teach English in

foreign high schools. . . some

live in the homes of foreign

families. . . some just study in

foreign universities, but what-

ever Sewanee students do

abroad, it's usually a good buy.

Spending the junior year

abroad costs about the same as

spending the year at Sewanee,

says Dr. James Davidheiser.

Dr. Davidheiser is campus coor-

dinator of foreign study and a

professor of German.

One of the biggest problems

which students interested in

foreign study encounter is

learning which programs are

available. Dr. Davidheiser

refers interested students to

the catalogs located in Mrs.

Chitty's office. These cata-

logs describe curriculum, living

arrangements, travel, etc. of

the different programs. "After

that, they can come to me,"

says Dr. Davidheiser. He is

sometimes able to refer the

student to someone who has

studied under the program in

which the student is interested

and can help the student

decide which type of program
best suits him/her—be it aca-

demic or cultural.

Experiment in International

Living gives a cultural back-

ground. "It's not nearly so

academic" as programs like the

Institute of European Studies

(IES), says Dr. Davidheiser.

"We recommend the Insti-

tute of European Studies,",

says Dr. Davidheiser, referring

to the University faculty, "and

we'xe affiliated (with IES)

because we believe they're a

good program. They inform us

of their plans and ask our

opinion. We take part in their

decision making.

"IES is one of the oldest;

they are very established-a

student need not fear collapse

of the program or difficulty in

receiving credits for their year

abroad."

Students interested in the

IES program may speak with

the president of the institute.

Dr. William Gaines, when he

visits Sewanee November 29.

Dr. Davidheiser also urges

students interested in studying

at non-German universities to

talk to Sewanee professors in

the department of the language

which they want to study

abroad.

One of the problems which
plague foreign study institu-

tions is the tremendous infla-

tion in Europe. According to
(cont. on p. 11

)
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$Ifye j$tfciatt*t flttrph SPORTS

Several weeks ago an article appeared in the Purple

expounding the insufficiency and inaccessibility of existing

athletic facilities. It is true that Sewanee has "neglected to

teach the positive aspects of exercise to the health of the

individual." But this situation exists, not because of some
deficiency in the athletic facilities and opportunities of the

University, but because of the overemphasis on academics
at Sewanee. If a student is not active athletically, it is because
of his or her own priorities. Students who do participate in

varsity sports are very rarely given support or recognition

for his or her athletic achievements by the majority of the

student body or administration.

There are showers available for those who participate in

the P.E. program, although they are very rarely used. If

students have been told that they cannot take a shower at

the gym unless they participate in a varsity sport, then they
have been misinformed. Varsity athletes have priority for use

of gym facilities only if they have a scheduled team practice.

Although Juhan gymnasium is often crowed with regular

varsity practices, the old gym is open daily for use by the

general student body. The weight room, tennis courts, track,

sauna, racquetball courts and several playing fields provide

a balanced range of facilities available to any student. Of
course, it would be nice if there were another gym and

racquetball court, for they are often in demand. If anyone
would like to donate one, as they often cost money, I'm sure

the donation would be gladly accepted.

Sewanee has a very extensive intramural program for both

men and women. The men's intramurals include nearly every

sport conceivable and would incorporate any sport which is

not offered if enough interest exists. While the women's
program is relatively new, they are building each year and are

open to organizing any sport in which women are willing to

participate. If there is a need for more athletic clubs, why
don't those who are interested in a particular area organize

a club? Why should there be a club "provided" for students

when there doesn't seem to be enough interest among the

students to begin one?

The Sewanee Outing Club is an organization separate from
the Athletic Department. It is funded by the SAFC on the

basis of how well it serves the students. The Club is certainly

very beneficial and often used by the students, but its sources

(cont. on p. 12)

Tigers Beaten,End at 2-7
John Hill

The Sewanee Tigers ended
their football season this past

weekend falling at the hands of
the Washington University

Bears of St. Louis, Missouri.

The loss put them at 2-7 for

the year.

Washington was quick to

find holes ( or to make them)
in the Sewanee defense, and on
their second possession they
drove into the endzone. It did

not take Sewanee long, though,

to return with seven points of
its own as runs by Ricky Dale
Harper and fullback Barry Ray
gave flavor to the potent
passing attack. The Tigers

finally scored on a two yard

pass from quarterback Tom
Clark to wide receiver Joe

Shultz. Junior

receiver Nino Austin set a new
record for most completions in

one season. The new record is

36.

The Sewanee . offense was
unable to put any more points
on the scoreboard , as many of

its possible scoring threats

were checked by interceptions

and fumbles. The defense,

by offensive

by
Washingto
personnel,

upenor
nable to halt

Bears and Se
27-7.

On November 5, Sewanee
lost its third conference game
to Rose-Hulman.
Rose-Hulman's efficient

running of the option play
turned out to be too much for
the Sewanee defense. The
Sewanee offense scored on
drives of 90 and 94 yards. Joe
Shultz caught a pass and raced
65 yards down the sideline for
Sewanee's first score and
quarterback Mark Lawrence
snuck in from the I yard line
for Sewanee's final points of
the game.

Tide, UTDefeat Women Netters
Amy St. John

The Women's Tennis Team
ended its Fall Season with two
tough matches against U.T. and
Alabama. On the afternoon of
Nov. 4, the Sewanee girls fell

victims to a strong squad from
Knoxville. Lynn Jones, a stal-

wart at number one, was the
lone winner. She won her
singles match in a tiebreaker
in the third set. Many of the
other matches were close, but
Lynn was the only one to
come through with a victory.

The singles match of the

season took place the next
afternoon when Sewanee's
number one Lynn Jones met
Alabama's top player, Cindy
Jones. The sisters both played
well in a match that generated

enthusiastic vocal support from
fans from both schools. The
match could have gone either

way, but Cynthia edged by
Lynn with a score of 7-5,

7-6. The Sewanee team did

chalk up one win against

Alabama. In doubles, Jones

and Amy St. John ousted Bari In the Spring the team
Blake and Frances St. John hopes to improve its win-loss
6-3, 6-0. The family affair record and perhaps take a
ended, and so did the season, state title or two.

WEEKENDS 6-11

WEEKDAYS 6-10

924-2268

CHARCOAL SIRLOIN STRIP

SALAD BAR

CHOICE OF POTATO $4.95

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED
COUNTRY HAMS AND HOT BISQUITS

-- STEAKS --

SLICED HICKORY SMOKED BBQ AND RIBS

SERVED WITH CORN FRITTERS

SUNDAY BUFFET LARGE PARTY ROOM SEATING 200

10 SPECIALTY SHOPS NEXT DOOR FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE.

OLD COUNTRY STORE HIGHLAND RIM BOUTIQUE

HOLE IN THE MIDDLE
THE W00D SHED THE SPORTS NICHE

COUNTRY BOY
T ° GLASS HOUSE POTTER'S WHEEL

FINE WINES AND LIQUORS - DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

VILLAGE WINE<^SPIRITSHOPPE

WINES AND SPIRITS

NEXTDOOR TO SMOKEHOUSE RESTAURANT

PHONE 924-2288

OLD COUNTRY STORE DELI
NEXT DOOR TO THE VILLAGE WINE AND SPIRIT SHOPPE

PARTY SNACKS SPECIALITY ITEMS MIXES CHEESES SANDWICHES

SPECIAL- MILLER, SCHLITZ, BUDWEISER, LITE 7 OZ BOTTLES 8 PAK S1.88

LOCATED AT THE SMOKE HOUSE RESTAURANT MALL IN MONTEASU. TW
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Women Knocked Out of State

Seminarian Bruce Whitmore (center) cantures 1st in IM Cross

Country Meet. Statf Photo by Bill Wilicox

Elizabeth McClatchey

This past weekend the wo-
mens' volleyball team finished

its most successful season with

a trip to the Tennessee small

college state volleyball tour-

nament at Milligan College.

The tournament consisted of

twelve teams from the state, of

which Sewanee was seeded

eighth. Sewanee had earned

the trip by its season record

and its fine playing last week-

end in the Covenant College

Tournament.
The team, which consisted

of Ruth Alessandro, Lynn Belt,

Steffany Ellis, Beverly Grail,

Marta Lenahan, Elizabeth

McClatchey, Debi Molrine,

Pennie Nichols, Luann B ay,

and Coach Alvarez, wa-

cheduled to play Mary\ Me

College at nine o'clock Friday

morning, November 11. But
due to van trouble, the team
did not arrive at the gym until

quarter to nine, and had to

play cold. Sewanee grabbed an

early lead, but was overtaken
to lose the game 16 - 14. A
close second game was lost 17 •

15, as Maryville upset the

Sewanee team again and won
the match.

Sewanee was then defeated

by the home team, Milligan

College later that afternoon,

and thus eliminated from the

Though Sewanee did not

perform as well as they had in

recent weeks, the tournament
trip was worthwhile The team
was exposed to large tourna-

ment play for the first time,

and the returning players are

certain to benefit from the

experience. Thanks and
commendation should be ex-

tended to seniors. Captain
Elizabeth McClatchey, Captain

Lynn Belt, and setter Marta
Lenahan for their leadership,

as well as to. Dr. Alvarez for his

coaching and dedication.

LADY HOOPSTERS TEE OFF

Thinclads Complete Season
Charlie Orr

Hoping to finish their

season at a peak, the Ciusw
Country team traveled to

Memphis two weeks ago for

the CAC. A few of Sewanee's
runners were still weak from
oldi the

to improve its record frrm

last year's fourth place by

finishing third this year.

Sewanee had three men in the

top twenty. Felton Wright and

Matt Ligon finished well,

placing fifth and sixth

respectively, while Pat Rakes

came in thirteenth. Wright and

Ligon qualified for the NCAA
championships.

Ligon was unable to attend

the Nationals, but Wright

traveled to Cleveland, Ohio, to

the and

'ith eight hundred other

,
Felton found himMlf a

long way from All-An

SEWANEE SCOREBOARD
FOOTBALL TENNIS

Sewanee
Sewanee

19 Rose-Hulman 3 Sewanee 1 Alabama *

2 7 Washington 7 Sewanee 1 Tennessi-e 8

SOCCER VOLLEYBALL

Sewanee
Sewanee
Sewanee
Sewanee

1 Tennessee Sewanee Maryville 1

1 Georgia 3 Sewanee Milligan

1 Florida 2

1 VanderbiU a

but so did 775 others.

As for the season, Wright

remarked that the team did

much better than expec-d.

The freshman runners, a big

factor in the team's
performance, have greatly

improved since the early days
of September. The harriers

were undefeated in dual

competition, and also finished

second in the competitive
Invitational. The
managed to cl

good spirit of unity
group, another reasoi

respectable season. "\

more of a team this year th

during other years I''

here," said Wright.

Bet Stogsdill

The girls' basketball i*-m
heads to Chattanooga Monday,
November 24, to see if four

hard weeks of practice will pay
off when they meet Temple
College.

The team, under the direc-

tion of Mrs. Pam Lampley.

faces the season in much better

physical condition than in pre-

vious seasons. This may prove

to be a deciding factor in the

of the team's upcoming

to

Bryan

Returning from last ve
'

squad are leading scorer for the

.
>-'77 season, Becky Jordan,

guards Joann Cleverdon and

Gina Melton, forwards Jeanne

Dortch, Norma Stoneburner,
and Rosemary Drake, and
centers Bet Stogsdill and Nan-

Pritchett, Sarah Humphreys,
and Stacy McKenzie. The
balance of the 1 5-member
squard consists of first-year

guards Terry Griggs, Nancy
Longnecker, and Addie
McGriff, and forward Nancy
Hagan.

The Lady Tigers travelled to

UTC last Monday and scrim-

maged a touch UTC team. Al-

though the team was thorough-

ly out-classed, and solidly

stomped by the UTC women,
the scrimmage proved to be
good experience for the team.

The team is instilled with

much greater confidence than
nd looks

op a cy Woodson. "inning season.

the MEN'S BASKETBALL

than
been

Nov. 29 7 30 p.m.Trevecca at Home SWIMMING

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL Dec. 1 2 SO p.m. Principia at Home

Nov. 2 1 5 30 p.m. Temple at Chat.

SoccerTeamBeats UTforFirst Win
George Weaver

On Friday, Nov. 4, the

Sewanee Soccer team traveled

to Tuscaloosa, Alabama to pla^

Marathon Runners Improve Sex Life
Bill Willc

s 4 A.M. !

old, as i

nl;iy ;ind

crawled out of their warm beds

to participate in the Chatta-

nooga Marathon. The drive

down the Mountain was filled

with corny jokes and nervous
chatter, in an attempt to alle-

viate the tension compounded
by weeks of training.

At 8:10, the run began,

with over 100 parties n s

striding through the frosty

countryside. Ninety minutes
later, Frrnk Grimball finished

the half marathon (13.1 miles),

followed by Gary Rowcliffe,

Bill Wi„cox, Steve Poss, Tracy
Wells, and Bambi Downs.
Doug Cameron was found

-ing the

while "Coach'
15-mile mark,
Caldwpll made
Doug n ambled
it age problems

later changed 'us story to "bad

after the star.; he crossed the

finish line, feeling "real fresh",

a deer afterwards.

The benefits of r

improved sex lifi

quit smoking and
ing. Running helps
overs, constipation,

drive, compulsive overwork,
and even shyness. Though
doctors are not sure whether
running prolongs life, it does
improve the efficiency of the

Felton Wright, who runs
close to 100 miles a week,
elaborated on the benefits. No
field is necessary, and the cost
of equipment; (a pair of shoes
and shorts) is minimal. Felton
said running helps him forget
thf problems of studying, and
makes him more alert. He
looks forward to his daily run.

ling include an altered state ot

ind energy, consciousness. A sort of
d ability to euphoria sets in. Says oik-

over-drink- runner, "It is ego-transcending;

I simply perceive as I run, I

float, I run like a deer, I feel

good, I feel high; brain chatter

the

in a two-day tournament with

teams from the SEC.
The Sewanee team had a

rugged schedule, since playing
a soccer double-header is very

demanding. But, playing two
of them in successive days is

nothing but hard-core (not to

mention playing in the rain and
ankle-deep mud). The Tigers

somehow sloshed their way to

respectability against the larger

SEC schools.

Sewanee registered its first

victory of the season against

Tennessee in its opening match.
Slippery field conditions

enabled a Tennessee defender

about the game being fixed.

Most referees do not like

peanuts.) Max Matthews was
credited with the goal.

Freshman Robert -Clemmer
scored Sewanee's lone goal in

the second game, a 3-1 loss to

way to know the joy of to score the game's lone goal
running, and that is to run. for the wrong team. (A quick

look at the team's budget
would dispell any thoughts

Georgia. In the third game, a
2-1 defeat by Florida on
Saturday morning. Ma' thews
scored again And m k. -ng
with Sewanee's one-goal-a-

game-trend, Matthews tallied

once more n the final game
against Vanderbilt. This gave
Matthews th ree goals for the
tournament, and a

leading five for the season
Also playing well for the Tigers

Several precautions art

(con t. on p. 11)

start ung

r.ly

seriously, you can't stop,
said. Felton has missed
three or four daily runs in

past four years.

Running can become a

positive addiction, though it

takes several months to reach

this point. When one starts

looking forward to the running
and the psychological release

that it brings, addiction has
begun. After about eight

months of running, feelings of
apathy, sluggishness, or even
sickness will result if a run is

Drinking
Bobby remarked that it was
worth the training (10 - 18
miles a day), even though he
lost ten pounds. When asked
what he thought about while
running, Bobby replied, "I got

real bored, so I started singing

Grateful Dead and Woody
Guthrie songs."

There has been a growing
interest in running on campus tinuous running, the rhythm of .

as well as in the country as a breathing and feet hitting the

whole, and with good reason, ground can put the runner in

There is also i mystical as-

pect to ru inmg. After thrity

or forty-fi e mir utes of con-

Marathon runners include, from left to right. Janet Goodman /driver). Frank Grimball Hugh
Caldwell, Banbi Downs, Tracy Wells, Doug Cameron, Bobby Jefts, Bill Wilicox Steve Poss

Staff Photo by Bill Wilicox
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SPMA and Communication Breakdowns

Running Tips
fcont. from p. 10)

sary. Five to ten minutes of
stretching are important before
starting to run. In order to
pace oneself, run with a friend

of the same caliber, and keep
conversation. When the

is complete, keep moving

(cont. from p. 1

)

president of the SPMA. "A
consultation with Suzie would
have alleviated that."
According to Ms. Newton,
"Tassie did not know that a

telegram would be taken as a
binding agreement." Ms.
Bryant was not available for
comment on this matter.

Relatively poor attendance
at the Mark-Almond
performance brought up
another question, concerning
the date chosen by the SPMA.
Both Newton and Bryant
pointed out that student
apathy, in terms of concert
attendance, was a problem for

the association. But, admits
John Smythia, "It was a bad
weekend" for any event. Not
only was it the first Saturday
study day on the
academic calendar, the
football, field hockey, soccer,
and canoe teams were on the
road. "Advertising was as
far in advancce as possible,"
stated Ms. Newton, "but

parties were planned by
fraternities anyway."

The SPMA is funded, as are
most student organizations, by
money allocated by the SAFC.
The SPMA's budget was cut
from $5500 last year down to
$5000 by the committee.
SAFC chairman Phillip

Williams said the reason for
this decrease was that wthe
general consensus 'of opinion
was to redirect the money
elsewhere."

Does the SPMA have

sufficient funding for next
semester? Both
Ms. Newton and Mr. Smythia
seem to think that there are
sufficient funds for a small
concert next spring. Actually,
according to the two, the
group has more money than it

did last year at this point. A
meeting later this week "will
determine the when and
where" says Ms. Newton, who
adds that "participation has
been great -our members have
worked."

Study Abroad,YoungMan!

THE BISHOPS COMMON HOURS OF OPERATION THANKSGIVING 1977

STUDENT POST OFFICE WINDOW

Tuesday, Nov. 22
Wednesday, Nov. 23
Thursday, Nov. 24
Friday, Nov. 25, and Saturday, Nav. 26
Sunday, Nov. 27
Monday, Nov. 28

SNACK SHOP

Tuesday, Nov. 22
Wednesday, Nov. 23
Thursday, Nov. 24 through Saturday, Nov. 26
Sunday, Nov. 27
Monday, Nov. 28

TIGER BAY PUB

Tuesday, Nov. 22
Wednesday, Nov. 23 through Sunday, Nov. 27
Monday, Nov. 28

8:00am-4:30pm
8.00am—1:00pm

Closed

8:30am—12:30pm
Closed

8:00am-4:30pm

8:00am-ll-.00pm
8:00am-2:00pm

Closed

4:00pm—11:00pm
8 :00am-l 1:00pm

(cont. from p. 8)
Some students who will

find difficulty in spending a

year abroad are those on finan-

cial aid. Much of the aid

received at Sewanee cannot be

transferred to a foreign

institute.

"It has been possible in the

nast, in some instances, for

students to use loans and
federal grants" to study
tiuroad, says Mrs. Chitty,

Director of Financial Aid.

However, "Sewanee scholar-

ships do not travel except for

British Studies at Oxford."

("British Studies at Oxford"

is a summer program partly

sponsored by Sewanee.)

"It's a question of needing the

money to fund the people

here," says Mrs. Chitty.

In order for federal money
to be used abroad, the Depart-

ment of Health, Education and
Welfare insists that "enroll-

ment is arranged or approved

in advance by the home institu-

tion; and the student's aca-

demic performance abroad

becomes a part of his/her aca-

demic record at the home
institution." Neither may the

budget used in determining

financial aid eligibility exceed

the budget which would have

been used on the home
"I'm in favor of people

going abroad and I'll do any-

thing I can to help," says Mrs.

Chitty. She recommends that

any student interested in

foreign study who needs finan-

cial aid visit her personally.

IM All-Stars Defeat Indys
Paul Cooper

The final game of thp

intramural season was played
last Sunday, and the I.M. All-

Stars emerged as the winners,
turning back a determined In-

dependent team, 14 - 6.

The All-Stars scored touch-
downs on two passes to John
Jacobs, one from starting quar-
terback Iveson Nolan, and one
from replacement Mike Fagan
Henry Simpson set up the first

score with a 40-yard jaunt and
made the PAT.
The Indys managed to score on
a John Hendry to Steve Atchi-
son pass, but the All-Star de-
fense prevented any other

Both teams played aggres-
sive defensive games, and that

coupled with icy cold weather
prevented a high-scoring game.
The Indys were victimized
several times by frozen fingers,

as receivers in the clear were
unable to hang on to the ball.

Steve Atchison picked off a

pass for the Indys, as did Lee
Taylor. The All-Stars were un-
able to force any Indy
turnovers.

The game was billed as a
benefit game, with all proceeds
from the gate going to the
Sewanee Community Chest.

, tic game, but it

fun." He added that everyone
involved was greatly disap-
pointed by the disinterest of
the Sewanee student body.

Dr. Robert Lancaster, newly-appointed head of Sewanee's

Million Dollar Program. Detailed story will appear next iftsue.

Staff Photo by Paul Cooper

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Students of Philosophy, Theology, Economics, and

Political Science are eligible to compete for a Regina Bauer

Frankenberg scholarship given through the Friends of Animals, Inc.

a national non-profit organization to promote humane treatment

of non-human animals.

For details come to the Career Services Office.

MCAT

IEDUCATIONAL CENTER

COMPACT COURSE

CLASSES FORMING

TO BEGIN ON DECEMBER 12 th

ENROLL NOW!

JOIN THE WINE CLUB AT

VALLEY LIQUORS
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

COWAN ROAD, COWAN, TENNESSEE
967-7063

INQUIRE ATv

SHENANIGANS
SANDWICHES COFFEE TEA CHEESES

GOURMET FOODS RECORDS PAPERBACKS

BEER-DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

OPEN 11:30 AM -MIDNIGHT

CLOSED ON SUNDAY

IN SEWANEE , CALL 598-5774
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THROUGH A GLASS, DARKLY

(cont. from p. 6)

ignorant prejudices by pitting knowledge against knowledge.

This places a burden upon educators, in that they must

attempt to be as neutral as possible. They can present ideas;

they can insplre^they can not afford to dump their prejudices

upon a student who has the right and responsibility to decide

for himself. For a behaviorist to dismiss humanistic psycholo-

gy as so much garbage seems rather unprofessional. Such ir-

responsibility and prejudice, while good for a laugh, is a

dangerous method in the hands of authority. A philosopher

who really denies the merit, existence, or impact of the Exis-

tential movement in this century might want to speak a little

softer and hope that no one was listening. Such narrow
mindedness, such subjective preaching, helps to steer impres-

sionable minds into an academic cul-de-sac. The most brilliant

and incisive evaluations of contemporary society come from
those who are able to assimilate as many points of view as pos-

sible, assemble the most criterion, to give each voice equal

time. We are lost in dealing rationally with our culture if we
are not able to recognize the interplay of the humanities and
the sciences. Neither is more important than the other,

neither is replaceable, we cannot survive without both.

When we kid each other, let's make sure we are kidding.

Let's not turn the joke against ourselves We are all in this

together and noone really has the leading role. I do not mean
to make a mountain oui of a molehill; for molehills, like
stupidity and prejudirr. are best kept small.

LOTTI PENPOINTS PROBLEMS
(cont. from p. 2)

about $2.65 daily for Gailor

food.

This semester Mr. Lotti

negogiated a one-year contract

which give SAGA control of

the B.C. Snack Bar, the Pub,

and the Sewanee Inn. Under

the previous contract with Bob
Stovall, the University received

about 5 1/2% of the gross

sales from the Snack Bar and
the Pub. Last year that came
out to about $993. "Now
under SAGA it's a flat 10% of

their gross sales," said Mr.

Lotti.

SAGA also runs the

Sewanee Inn, which has iu n n

the red since 1966, sometimes
with "tremendous" losses In

the past the University has

taken the losses and allowtH
the managers to break even.

Last year for the first time in

over a decade, the Inn showed
a profit, but the University
ended up $12,000 in the red

Passing The Buck, Aloofly
(cont. from p. 6)

Sewanee, I am thankful that

Sewanee is such an institution,

that it allowed me to make
decisions for myself, for a

change, instead of being told

what to do. Whether I am
responsible or irresponsible, I

think it should be my decision

I would resent being told what
to do in every situation. I think

I could live with myself, if I

leave Sewanee as irresponsible

or responsible, knowing that

the institution let me decide.

We're not children.

There seemed to be

condemnation because

Sewanee is not atypical of
world problems. Let's get real.

(pardon the pun.) How can it?

How "real" is the education we
get here, in relation to the
wvld? Is not a college

education itself an unreality

to many people,
io say nothing about the

world? To say this place is too
"unreal," is like biting the
hand we chose to lead «s.

Should we import hun^- 4
murderers, perverts, criminality
to make it real? Did we not
choose to come here for an
education? Should we expect
an education to get us ready
for any and all problems? Is

expectation? How much can
we sell ourselves short?

What's wrong with believing

in one thing and behaving

another? Is not this by choice?

If our behavior makes us ignore

our beliefs, what does this

really reflect upon? What does
this say about ou<- beliefs? I

think that if a particular

behavior makes us change a

particular belief, then thank
God for the behavior, and for

the possibility of the

behavior. At least we can learn

what our beliefs really are.

What better way to get ready

I- the real world, than to h*-»

four years to know
ourselves and to really know
how we feel. If we really know
ourselves, we should be able to

deal with any problem that

might occur. So, thank God for

a place of unreality that

enables us to learn ourselves.

due to renovations. "Now if

there is a loss over there they

(SAGA) sustain the loss. ..if

they end up at the end of the

year with a profit, then we
divide the profit."

A rash of false alarms from
the University's new alarm

system has raised much
criticism. Firemen have rushed

to numerous non-existent fires

this semester, but Mr. Lotti

said "the last couple of weeks
have been really good. We had

two calls from Cleveland Hall;

one was a damaged smoke
detector in the corridor. We
think it was damaged after it

was installed. Friday I went
down there (after a false alarm)

and the girls were baking
cookies, and let the cookies get

away from them; there was
alot of smoke."

Critics have also wondered
if the system is worth its cost-
about $60,000 to install, with

a $12,000' monthly lease

service and inspection fee. Mr.

Lotti noted that the monthly
inspection is required by state

law, and vigorously defended
the choice of Protective
Services. Inc.. the Chattanooga-

based company. He said the

company has installed alarms

at the University of
Chattanooga and for

Providence Life Insurance

Company. "That's one of the

largest buildings in

Chattanooga," Mr. Lotti said.

He said Protective Services

installed fire extinguisher

systems in Gailor Hall and the

Inn's kitchens about five years

Mr. Lotti, who is also

Director of Fire Prevention and
Supression, is responsible for

the Fire Department and the

Police Department. He noted

that the fire department serves

all of Franklin County. He
said the University may
purchase a new engine in 1980
to replace the old one on its

twentieth birthday.

Mr. Lotti is also responsible

for Sewanee 's tiny airport.

The "guests of the University

or the alumni or students do
fly in there. It's still an active

airport." The airport, not a

money-making service,

operates on a University

stipend of about $3500.

Cassidy Issue Revived
(cont. from p. 7)

make decisions and be respon-

sible for my actions. I am
Thoroughly disillusioned with

an administration that cannot

practice what it preaches. This

administration is hiding their

decision from those it will

affect most, the rest of the

farulty and the students, by
Maying silent under attack,

and hiding behind time buys

nothing but a loss of respect.

As a philosopher once said—

"To discover your philosophy,

iook at your life." I think that

the administration is saying

one thing (by its silence) and

doing another. I cannot play

by /our rules— I can only act

against your actions.

I ask publicly, now, for a

reconsideration of the

"Cassidy caro," and think this

"close community" of the

Sewanee brotherhood of

students and faculty should

be allowed, in t

of that "truth" Sewanee is

fond of promoting, full revel-

ation of the reasons and inten-

tions behind such an awful
n. .stake. Only then will the

standards of justice, truth and
due process—as stated by Sew-
anee itself— be served.

A sincere studervt,

Sarah Kelly Wells

SIDELINE SHOTS

(cont. from p. 9)

of levenue, as well as its areas

of interest, are entirely outside

the realm of the athletic de-

partment. The SOC provides

alternate opportunities for

physical exercise for students.

The opportunities and faci-

lities for athletic activity are

available at Sewanee if the stu-

dents will take advantage of

them. The varsity sports, intra-

mural programs, and the

Sewanee Outing Club consti-

tute a well-balanced and broad

base for physical <

List year

more people had cancer

of the colon-rectum
than any other cancer.

And you
haven't had
aprocto

lately?

Procto: an

everyday way of

saying proctoscopic

examination.

It's a simple

diagnostic test for

cancer of the colon

and rectum.

And it helps

save more lives than

any other step in

the checkup.

So. if you're

over 40. you should

have a procto as

part of your health

examination.

Just think of it

as a regular part of

living.

American Cancer
Society

SEWANEE LNICN THEATRE
UNIVERSITY AVENUE, SEWANEE

SHOWS AT 7:30 P.M. NIGHTLY

NOVEMBER 17-19 SLAP SHOT

NOVEMBER 20 & 21 THE GREATEST

NOVEMBER 22 & 23 FLESH GORDON

NOVEMBER 24 - 26 THE BAD NEWS BEARS
IN BREAKING TRAINING

NOVEMBER 27, 28 g, 30 TILLIE ANDGUS

I'M NO ANGEL

NOVEMBER 27 & 28 EASY RIDER

DECEMBER 1 - 3 GREASED LIGHTENING
!

TICKET PRICES:

ADULT $2.00 B00K OF TEN $15.00 CHILD $1.00


